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1. AMPLITUDE MODULATION & DEMODULATION
Aim:
1. To generate amplitude modulated wave and determine the percentage modulation.
2. To Demodulate the modulated wave using envelope detector
Apparatus:
1. Amplitude Modulation & Demodulation trainer Kit
2. Dual trace oscilloscope
3. Patch cords.
Theory:
Amplitude Modulation is a process in which the amplitude of the carrier wave c(t) is
varied linearly with the instantaneous amplitude of the message signal m(t).The standard Form
of amplitude modulated (AM) wave is defined by
s(t)= Ac(1+ Ka m(t) cos 2πfct)
Where Ka is a constant called the amplitude sensitivity of the modulator.
The demodulation circuit is used to recover the message signal from the incoming AM
wave at the receiver. An envelope detector is a simple and yet highly effective device that is
well suited for the demodulation of AM wave, for which the percentage modulation is less than
100%.Ideally, an envelope detector produces an output signal that follows the envelop of the
input signal wave form exactly; hence, the name. Some version of this circuit is used in almost
all commercial AM radio receivers.
The Modulation Index is defined as, m=
Where Emax and Emin are the maximum and minimum amplitudes of the modulated wave.
.
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Circuit Diagrams:
Modulation
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Demodulation:
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Procedure:
1. As the circuitry is already wired you just have to trace the circuit according to the circuit
diagram given
2. Connect trainer to the mains and switch ON the power supply
3. Measure the output voltages of regulated power supply circuit that is, +12v and -12v.
4. Observe output of RF and AF signal generator using CRO .Note that RF voltage is
approximately 300mv pp of 1 MHZ frequency and AF voltage is 10 v pp of 2 KHZ frequency.
Modulator:
1. Now connect RF and AF signals to the respective inputs of modulator.
2. Initially set both the signals at Zero level.
3. Connect one of the inputs of oscilloscope to modulator output and other input to AF
signal
4. Adjust RF signal amplitude with the help of potentiometer so that output of the
modulator is nil pp by keeping AF signal at zero level
5. Now vary the amplitude of AF signal and observe the amplitude modulated wave at
output. Note the percentage of modulation for different values of AF signal.
Percentage of modulation can be calculated by below formula

% modulation =
Demodulator:
1. Now connect the modulator output to the demodulator input
2. Observe demodulated signal at output of modulator at approximately 50 % modulation
using oscilloscope
3. Compare it with the original AF signal. (Note only wave shape, amplitude will be
attenuated, phase may change)
4. Find the detected signal is same as the AF signal applied. Thus, no information is lost in
the process of modulation.
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If you want to observe AM wave at different frequencies then connect AF signal from external
signal generator to the modulator and observe amplitude modulated wave at different
frequencies.
Waveforms:

Result:

Viva –Voice:
1. Define AM and draw its spectrum?
2. Give the significance of modulation index?
3. What are the different degrees of modulation?
4. What are the limitations of square law modulator?
5. Compare linear and nonlinear modulators?
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2. FREQUENCY MODULATION AND DEMODULATION
Aim:
1. To generate frequency modulated signal and determine the modulation index and
bandwidth for various values of amplitude and frequency of modulating signal.
2. To demodulate a Frequency Modulated signal using FM detector.
Apparatus:
1. Frequency Modulation & Demodulation ACLT002 trainer kit
2. Dual trace oscilloscope
3. Patch cords

Theory:
The process, in which the frequency of the carrier is varied in accordance with the
instantaneous amplitude of the modulating signal is called “Frequency Modulation”.
The FM signal is expressed as

sin (2πfct+β Sin (2πfmt)
Where Ac is amplitude of the carrier signal, fc is the carrier frequency, β is the modulation
S (t) =Ac

index of the FM wave.
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Circuit Diagrams:
Modulation:
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Demodulation:
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Procedure:
1. As the circuitry is already wired you just have to trace the circuit according to the circuit
diagram given
2. Connect trainer to the mains and switch ON the power supply
3. Measure the output voltages of regulated power supply circuit that is, +15v and -15v,
+5v and -5v
4. Observe output of AF signal generator using CRO. Note that AF voltage is approximately
20v pp of 500KHZ & 5KHZ frequency. (Switch is provided to change the frequency)
Modulation:
1. Connect the patch cord SO1 AF output to Modulating signal input SO2.
2. Connect ground to ground SG1 to SG2.
3. Vary the modulation POT
4. Observe the FM output on SO4 or TP4
Demodulation:
1. Connect the patch cords from SO4 to SO5
2. Connect the patch cords from GND to GND
3. Observe the Demodulation output at SO6 or TP6
Tabular columns:

Modulating signal

Modulated signal

Demodulated signal

Amplitude
Time period
frequency
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Waveforms:

Result:

Viva –Voice:
1. Define FM & PM.
2. What are the advantages of Angle modulation over amplitude modulation?
3. What is the relationship between PM and FM?
4. With a neat block diagram explain how PM is generated using FM.
5. What is broadcasting range of FM
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3. PHASE MODULATION AND DEMODULATION
Aim:
1. To generate phase modulated signal and determine the phase of modulating signal.
2. To demodulate a Phase Modulated signal using PM detector.
Apparatus:
1. Phase Modulation & Demodulation ACLT002 trainer kit
2. Dual trace oscilloscope
3. Patch cords

Theory:
The process, in which the phase of the carrier is varied in accordance with the
instantaneous amplitude of the modulating signal is called “phase Modulation”.
The PM signal is expressed as

s(t) = Ac cos (2fct + kpm(t))
Where Ac is amplitude of the carrier signal, fc is the carrier frequency,
sensitivity of phase modulation index of the PM wave.
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Circuit Diagrams:
Modulation
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Demodulation:
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Procedure:
1. As the circuitry is already wired you just have to trace the circuit according to the circuit
diagram given
2. Connect trainer to the mains and switch ON the power supply
3. Measure the output voltages of regulated power supply circuit that is, +15v and -15v,
+5v and -5v
4. Observe output of AF signal generator using CRO. Note that AF voltage is approximately
20v pp of 500KHZ & 5KHZ frequency. (Switch is provided to change the frequency)
Modulation:
1. Connect the patch cord SO1 AF output to Modulating signal input SO2.
2. Connect ground to ground SG1 to SG2.
3. Vary the modulation POT
4. Observe the PM output on SO4 or TP4
Demodulation:
1. Connect the patch cords from SO4 to SO5
2. Connect the patch cords from GND to GND
3. Observe the Demodulation output at SO6 or TP6
Tabular columns:

Modulating signal

Modulated signal

Demodulated signal

Amplitude
Time period
frequency
Phase
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Waveforms:

Result:

Viva –Voice:
1. Define Phase Modulation.
2. What are the advantages of Angle modulation over amplitude modulation?
3. What is the relationship between PM and FM?
4. With a neat block diagram explain how PM is generated using FM.
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4 Characteristics of Mixer
Aim: To design and obtain the characteristics of a mixer circuit.
Apparatus Required:

Theory:
The mixer is a nonlinear device having two sets of input terminals and one set of output
terminals. Mixer will have several frequencies present in its output, including the difference
between the two input frequencies and other harmonic components.
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Circuit Diagram:

Procedure:
1. Connect the circuit as per the circuit diagram as shown in Fig.1. Assume C=0.1μF and calculate
value of L1 using
F=
2. Apply the input signals at the appropriate terminals in the circuit.
3. Note down the frequency of the output signal, which is same as difference frequency of given
signals.

Sample readings:
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Waveforms:

Result:

Viva Questions:
1. Define Mixer.
2. What are the advantages of Mixer?
3. What are applications of Mixer?
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5. Pre-Emphasis & De-Emphasis
Aim:
i) To observe the effects of pre-emphasis on given input signal.
ii) To observe the effects of De-emphasis on given input signal.
Apparatus Required:

Theory:
The noise has a effect on the higher modulating frequencies than on the lower ones. Thus, if the
higher frequencies were artificially boosted at the transmitter and correspondingly cut at the receiver, an
Improvement in noise immunity could be expected, there by increasing the SNR ratio. This boosting of
the higher modulating frequencies at the transmitter is known as pre-emphasis and the compensation at
the receiver is called de-emphasis.
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Circuit Diagrams:
For Pre-emphasis:

For De-emphasis:

Procedure:
1. Connect the circuit as per circuit diagram as shown in Fig.1.
2. Apply the sinusoidal signal of amplitude 20mV as input signal to pre emphasis circuit.
3. Then by increasing the input signal frequency from 500Hz to 20KHz, observe the output voltage (v o)
and calculate gain (20 log (vo/vi).
4. Plot the graph between gain Vs frequency.
5. Repeat above steps 2 to 4 for de-emphasis circuit (shown in Fig.2). by applying the sinusoidal signal
of 5V as input signal
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Sample readings:

Graphs:

Result:

Viva Questions:
1. Define Pre-emphasis and De-emphasis
2. What are applications of Pre-emphasis and De-emphasis?
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6. PULSE AMPLITUDE MODULATION & DEMODULATION
Aim: To generate the Pulse Amplitude modulated and demodulated signals.
Apparatus:
1. Pulse amplitude Modulation & Demodulation trainer kit
2. Dual trace Oscilloscope
3. Patch cords
Theory:
In Flat top sampling, the amplitude of the samples remains constant at an instant of time unlike
in natural sampling where the amplitude of the samples vary in accordance with the amplitude
of the input signal that is to be sampled.
Single polarity Flat-top samples

For generating the flat top samples, the signal to be sampled is first fed to a Sample and hold
amplifier which generates the staircase waveform as represented in the above graph at the point
D. The sampling clock selected determines the hold period of the S/H waveform.
The resulting waveform is then passed on to a electronic switch (sampler), which latches the
samples of the S/H waveform for the period determined by the duty cycle of the input sampling
clock. The resulting samples are flat-topped corresponding to the flat portions of the input S/H
wave.
Circuit Diagram:
Modulation
Switch to Natural
PAM
Modulator
&

1
KHz

A1

A2
E1

Transmitt
C
er

4 KHz

0.5+1+
2

PAM
8 KHz

2
KHz

C
16 KHz
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Demodulation:

PAM
Modulator

Amplifier
E1

E

Demodulator
B1

( S & H)

B2

LPF
Fc =3.4KHz

B2

B

F1

Phase
Adjust

VR8
B
F1
Procedure:
Modulation
B2
Phase
1. Connect signal source 1 KHz (A1) to (A) as shown in the interconnection diagram with
Adjust
the help of the patch cords given.
2. Select sampling frequency to 8 KHz
3. Select natural sampling by pushing the switch to the extreme left as shown in the figure
4. Adjust pulse width potentiometer to extreme anti clockwise
PAM Demodulator
5. Connect the oscilloscope
with the input analog signal A1 and with the PAM modulator
output E1.

Observations:
1. The PAM modulator output will be a product of input analog signal and regularly
spaced pulse train.
2. Note the pulse width of PAM and by varying the pulse width potentiometer, record
the pulse width of PAM
3. Determine the minimum and maximum duty cycle of pulse
4. Determine the minimum and maximum duty cycle of pulse at 4 KHz, 16 KHz and 32
KHz.
5. Repeat the above experiment by connecting 2 KHz (A2) to (A)
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Demodulation
1. Connect the signal source 1 KHz (A1) to (A), PAM output (E1) to receiver input (E) and
PAM demodulator output (B2) to LPF input (B).
2. Select sampling frequency to 8 KHz
3. Select flat sampling
4. Connect the oscilloscope with the signal B1 and sampling pulse regenerator output G.
Observations:
1. Observe the relative position of PAM pulses and sampling pulses.
2. Record the PAM demodulator output at B2.
3. Vary the phase adjust potentiometer gradually till the sampling pulses are in middle of
PAM pulses
4. Record the PAM demodulator output at B2, which will be a step signal.
5. Observe the reconstructed output at F1.
6. Vary the pulse width of PAM pulses and observe the reconstructed output at F1
7. Repeat the above procedure at other sampling frequencies
8. Explain the distortion if the sampling frequency is 4 KHz.
NOTE: For phase adjust at 16 & 32 KHz vary the potentiometer VR11
Modulated Wave forms:
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Demodulation Waveforms

Result:

Viva –Voice:
1. Explain the modulation circuit operation?
2. Explain the demodulation circuit operation?
3. Is PAM & Demodulation is sensitive to Noise?
4. What is cross talk in the context of time division multiplexing?
5. Which is better, natural sampling or flat topped sampling and why?
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7. PULSE WIDTH MODULATION & DEMODULATION
Aim: To generate the Pulse Width modulated and demodulated signals.
Apparatus:
1. Pulse Width Modulation & Demodulation trainer kit
2. Dual trace Oscilloscope
3. Patch cords
Theory:
Pulse Width modulation is a type of pulse modulation where the duration of pulse varies
in proportion with the sample values of the analog signal. The generation of PWM
signal involves of first sampling the analog signal to its PAM form.
The Figure below shows the block diagram for generating the PWM signal.

The modulating signal m(t) is applied to the input of PAM modulating circuit, to generate the
PAM signal(B). The sample pulse train (C) which supplies the PAM modulator is used to gate
on a ramp generator, to reduce the train of ramp pulses (D) which will have equal slopes,
amplitudes and durations.
These ramp pulses are fed to a comparator where they are compared with the PAM pulses.
Depending upon the comparison, the comparator generates the varying width pulses. These
pulses gate a Schmitt trigger circuit to generate the varying width rectangular pulses of PWM
wave (F)
The wave forms below illustrate the different signals at the monitoring points on board.
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Waveforms:

Procedure:
1. Connect signal source 1 KHz (A1) to (A)
2. Select sampling frequency to 8 KHz
3. Select flat sampling
4. Connect the oscilloscope with the input analog signal A1 and with RAMP generator J
5. Adjust RAMP generator potentiometer, such that the peak-to-peak of RAMP is
uniformly higher than the input analog signal on both positive and negative cycle.
Observations:
1. Observe the PWM modulator output E2 along with input analog signal A1.
2. Fine tune RAMP generator potentiometer, hence the negative peak of analog signal
results in minimum pulse width of PWM.
3. Hence in PW, the duration regularly spaced rectangular pulses vary in direct proportion
to the sample values of analog signal.
4. Repeat the above procedure at 16 and 32 KHz.
5. Study the PWM pattern by varying the amplitude of analog signal.
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Demodulation:
Since in PWM the pulse widths vary in direct proportion to the amplitude of signal to be
modulated, a low pass filter is enough to for recovering the original signal from pulses.
The figure below shows the interconnection diagrams as well as the block diagram for the
demodulation of PWM signals.

Waveforms:

Procedure:
1. Connect signal source 1 KHz (A1) to (A) PWM output to (E2) to receiver input (E) and
PWM de modulator output (B1) to LPF input (B)
2. Select sampling frequency to 8 KHz
3. Select flat sampling
4. Connect the oscilloscope with LPF output (F1)
Observations:
1. Observe the reconstructed analog signal at F1, by gradually varying the RAMP
generator potentiometer.
2. Observe RAMP generator and input analog signal at the condition when the signal F1 is
proper sine wave.
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3. Establish the condition between RAMP generator output and input analog signal for the
reconstruction of analog signal.
4. With the established condition, repeat the above procedure at 16, and 32 KHz sampling
frequency and at 2 KHz (0.5+1+2) KHz input analog signal
Result:

Viva –Voice:
1. Explain the modulation circuit operation?
2. Explain the demodulation circuit operation?
3. Is PWM & Demodulation is sensitive to Noise?
4. What is time division multiplexing?
5. Which natural sampling?
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8. PULSE POSITION MODULATION & DEMODULATION
Aim: To generate the Pulse Position modulated and demodulated signals.
Apparatus:
1. Pulse position Modulation & Demodulation trainer kit
2. Dual trace Oscilloscope
3. Patch cords
Theory:
Pulse Position modulation is another type of pulse modulation where the position of
pulse varies in accordance of the amplitude of modulating signal.
Pulse Position Modulation (PPM) signals can be readily generated from the PWM
signals by using the modulated edge of the PWM pulse to trigger a mono-stable multivibrator circuit, which generates fixed width, fixed amplitude pulses when triggered.
The Figure below shows the block diagram for generating the PPM signal.

The PWM signals generated are applied as trigger pulses to a Mono-stable Multivibrator. The mono-stable Multi-vibrator triggers each time at the positive going edge of
PWM signals there by generating the required PPM signals of constant width and
amplitude.
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Waveforms:

Experiment Setup:
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Procedure:
1. Connect signal source 1 KHz (A1) to (A)
2. Select sampling frequency to 8 KHz
3. Select flat sampling
4. Repeat the procedure of PWM Modulation to derive proper PWM
Observations:
1. Observe the waveform of input analog signal source A1 along with PPM modulator
output E3
2. In PPM the position of Pulse is proportion to the modulating analog signal amplitude.
3. Observe the waveform of PWM modulator output E2 along with PPM modulator output
E3.
4. Select other sampling frequency, repeat procedure 1 to 3.
5. Study the PPM pattern by varying the amplitude of analog signal.
6. Repeat the above procedure at 2 KHz and (0.5+1+2) KHz input analog signal.
Demodulator:
For Demodulation of PPM the direct demodulation method as PWM can be used. But
the demodulated analog signal shows a very low amplitude, for PPM pulses are very narrow and
much spaced out. Converting the PPM signal into a PWM, with subsequent filtering through a
LPF performs a more effective PPM demodulation.
The figure below shows the block diagram of a PPM demodulator.

Waveforms:
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Procedure:
1. Connect signal source 1 KHz (A1) to (A) PPM output to (E3) to receiver input (E) and
PPM demodulator output (B1) to LPF input (B)
2. Select sampling frequency to 8 KHz
3. Select flat sampling
4.
Observations:
1. Repeat the procedure of PPM of PPM Modulation to derive proper PPM.
2. Observe The wave form of PPM demodulator output B3 along with LPF output F1.
Result:

Viva –Voice:
1. Explain the PPM modulation circuit operation?
2. Explain the PPM demodulation circuit operation?
4. What is time division multiplexing?
5. Which flat sampling?
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9. Radio receiver measurements –sensitivity selectivity and Ffidelity
AIM: To transmit a modulating signal after frequency modulation using VCT-12 and receive
the signal back after demodulating using VCT-13
APPARATUS REQUIRED:
1.
2.
3.
4.

VCT-12 trainer kit
VCT-13 trainer kit
CRO
Patch cards

HARDWARE DESCRIPTION OF FM TRANSMITTER TRAINER VCT-12:
The FM transmitter trainer kit VCT-12 has the following section:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

On-board sine wave generator
MIC pre amplifier with a socket for external dynamic MIC
Audio amplifier for amplification of low level external input signal
Frequency modulation
Telescopic whip antenna

SINE WAVE GENERATOR:
A sine wave generator acts as an on board modulating signal source and generates an
audio frequency sine wave .The amplitude of this sine wave generator varies from 0-5 V.
However the output voltage from this source is controlled using a Trim pot to get an output
signal in the range of 0-3V.The frequency of the signal varies from 300Hz to 15KHz.Since the
amplitude of the source is large enough to modulate the carrier it need not be amplified ,instead
it can be directly connected to the input of the amplitude modulator .
MIC PRE AMPLIFIER:
The MIC pre amplifier is capable of accurately amplifying even a very low level signal,
picked up by the MIC to the required level to modulate the carrier. This section has a EP socket
at its input stage
where, in an external dynamic MIC can be plugged in the gain of the
stage can be controlled by the user by adjusting the potentiometer Pot4.The maximum gain of
this stage can be achieved in this is 200.The maximum level of the input signal to this amplifier,
so as to produce an amplified output without saturation is 60mV.
AUDIO AMPLIFIER:
The audio amplifier stage has a BJT common emitter configuration. This audio amplifier
can be used to amplify any lower level external modulating signal whose voltage level is below
100mV.The gain of this stage can also be controlled by the user by varying the pot meter POT5.The maximum gain of this audio amplifier is 10.
SIETK
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FREQUENCY MODULATION:
The frequency modulator circuit is constructed around a BF495, high frequency small
signal BJT. The collector circuit of the transistor consists of a tank circuit formed by a inductor
and capacitor. This tank circuit together with the transistor acts as an oscillator and produces the
carrier frequency .The transistor circuit appears to the oscillator as a variable capacitance. This
capacitance adds to the capacitance of the oscillator-tuned circuit.
The size of this capacitance depends on the change in the collector current which occurs
for a given change in base voltage and this is determined by the Trans conductance of the
transistor .The transistor trans conductance depends on the bias voltage applied to the transistor
base. The larger the bias voltage, the larger the value of gm and the larger the value of gm and
the larger capacitance which is added to the capacitance of the oscillator tuned circuit
consequently the transistor circuit behaves as a voltage variable capacitance .The bias voltage
applied to the transistor base determines the overall capacitance seen by the oscillator and hence
the frequency of the carrier. This resulting in FM signal
TELSCOPIC WHIP ANTENNA:
A telescopic whip antenna is used to radiate the AM signal generated by the amplitude
modulator.
HARDWARE DESCRIPTION OF FM RECEVIER TRAINER
The FM receiver trainer VCT-13 has the following sections
1. FM super heterodyne receiver
2. Buffer and filter
3. Audio power amplifier
FM SUPER HETERODYNE RECEIVER:
The FM receiver is built with the dedicated FM receiver IC-CXA1619IC consists of the
following sections namely RF amplifier ,Mixer and oscillator , IF amplifier and quadrature
detector .The circuit details and the description of IC-CXA1619IC are given in appendix

BUFFER AND FILTER:
A buffer is used to prevent any loading to the previous stage .The filter section consists
of a BPF with a Pass band to 20KHZ –15MHZ.A notch filter is also included to eliminate the
50Hz power supply noise
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AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIER:
The Audio power amplifier is constructed using ICTBA810 to increase the power
level of the demodulated message signal to the required level. The gain of this amplifier can be
adjusted by the user by varying the pot meter POT-1.the maximum gain of this audio amplifier
is 25. The amplified signal can be given to a loud signal which can be extremely plugged into
the VCT-13 trainer
FM Transmitter:
Audio Oscillator

Message signal

FM Modulator

Antenna

Output Amplifier

Carrier generator

FM Receiver:

RF Amplifier

Mixer

Local
Oscillator

IF amplifier

Discriminator

AF Amplifier

PROCEDURE:
1. The circuit wiring is done as shown in diagram
2. A modulating signal input given to the Frequency modulator can also be given From a
external function generator or an AFO.
3. If an external signal source with every low voltage level is used then this signal Can be
SIETK
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amplified using the audio amplifier before connecting to the input of the FM modulator
4. Now increase the amplitude of the modulated signal to the required level.
5. The amplitude and the time duration of the modulating signal are observed Using CRO.
6. The amplitude and time duration of the modulated signal are observed using a CRO and
tabulated
7. The final demodulated signal is viewed using a CRO Also the amplitude and
time duration of the demodulated wave are noted down.

TABULATION:
Wave form

Amplitude(V)

Time Period(ms)

Frequency(Hz)

Modulating Signal
Demodulated Signal

RESULT:

Viva –Voice:
1. Define Sensitivity, Selectivity & Fidelity?
2. What is modulation & Demodulation?
3. What is the range of voice & audio?
4. What is broadcasting range of FM?
5. What is broadcasting range of AM?
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10. TIME DIVISION MULTIPLEXING AND DEMULTIPLEXING

Aim: To transmit a multiplexed output of different frequency message signals through single
Channel using TDM system and recover back the original message signals through a
Demultiplexer at receiver end.
Apparatus:
1.
2.
3.
4.

TDM trainer kit
CRO
Patch cords
Probes

Theory:
One of the richest benefits unearthed from Sampling is the concept of Time Division
Multiplexing. In Time Division Multiplexing, use is made of the fact that narrow pulses with
wide spaces between them can be used by signals from other sources. More ever, although the
spaces are relatively fixed in width, pulses may be made as narrow as desired, thus permitting
the generation of high-level hierarchies. Four input signals, all band limited to FS by the input
filters, are sequentially sampled at the transmitter by a rotary switch or commutator. The switch
makes FS revolutions per second and extracts one sample form each input during each
revolution.
The output at the switch is a PAM waveform-containing sample of the input signals
periodically interlaced in time. The samples from adjacent input message channels are separated
by Ts/M, where M is the number of input channels. A set of M pulses consisting of one sample
form each of the M-input channels is called a frame.
Suppose, in a 24 channel, have a sampling rate of 8000 samples per second, 8 bits(256
sampling levels) per sample, and a pulse width of approximately 0.625 S. This means that the
sampling interval is 1/8000 = 0.000125s = 125s, and the period required for each pulse group
is 8 * 0.625 = 5 s. If there was no multiplexing and only one channel was sent, the
transmission would consist of 8000 frames per second, each made up of furious activity during
the first 5 s and nothing at all during the remaining 120s.
This would clearly be wasteful and would represent an unnecessarily complicated
method of encoding a single channel, and so this system exploits the large spaces between the
pulse groups. In fact, each 125 s frame is used to provide 24 adjacent channel time slots, with
the twenty-fifth slot assigned for synchronization.
Each frame consists of 193 bits-24 * 8 for each channel, plus 1 for sync, and since there
are 8000 frames per second; the bit rate is 1.544 Mbits/sec.
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Circuit diagram:

Experimental Procedure:
Multiplexing:
1. Connect the four channel inputs 250 Hz, 500Hz, 1KHz, 2 KHz to the input of transmitter CHO,
CH1, CH2 and CH3 respectively.
2. Observe the Time Division Multiplexed PAM waveform at the output of the Multiplexer (TXD).
3. Observe the four different signals placed in their respective time slots.
4. Vary each of the amplitude of each channel and see the effect on the TDM waveform.
Observation:
1. From the above set up, we can observe that the four different signals are interleaved in their
respective time slots without overlapping each other.
2. Their positions and identification can be highlighted by reducing the other three signal
amplitudes to zero and then gradually increasing them to observe them occupying their positions
De-multiplexing:

1. Connect the four channel inputs 250 Hz, 500Hz, 1KHz, 2 KHz to the input of transmitter
CHO, CH1, CH2 and CH3 respectively
2. Connect TXCLOCK (Transmitter Clock) to RXCLOCK (Receiver Clock).
3. Connect TXCH0 (Transmitter Sync) to RXCH0 (Receiver Sync).
4. Connect the TXD (Transmitter Data) to RXD (Receiver Data).
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5. Observe the multiplexed data at TDX, Transmitter Clock at TXCLOCK and Transmitter
Sync at TXCHO.
6. Observe the Demultiplexed signals at the receiver across the output of fourth order low pass
filter at CHO, CH1,CH2 and CH3 respectively.
Observations:
1. From the above set up, we can observe that the signals are recovered at the receiver
faithfully and are very distinct from each other.
2. By removing the

other two lines apart

from

the

TXD, we

find that

the reconstructed signals suffer from severe distortion.
Waveforms: (Transmitting Signals)
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Demultiplexed output:

Result

Viva Voice:
1. Define TDM?
2. Distinguish between the two basic multiplexing techniques?
3. In what situation multiplexing is used?
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Additional Experiments
1. Sampling Theorem Verification
Aim: To verify the sampling theorem.
Apparatus Required:
1. Sampling theorem verification trainer kit
2. Function Generator (1MHz)
3. Dual trace oscilloscope (20 MHz)

Theory:
The analog signal can be converted to a discrete time signal by a process called sampling.
The sampling theorem for a band limited signal of finite energy can be stated as,
„‟A band limited signal of finite energy, which has no frequency component higher than W
Hz is completely described by specifying the values of the signal at instants of time separated
by 1/2W seconds.‟‟
It can be recovered from knowledge of samples taken at the rate of 2W per second.

Circuit Diagram:
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Procedure:
1. The circuit is connected as per the circuit diagram shown in the fig 1.
2. Switch on the power supply. And set at +11V and -11V.
3. Apply the sinusoidal signal of approximately 4V (p-p) at 105Hz frequency and pulse signal of
11V (p-p) with frequency between 100Hz and 4 KHz.
4. Connect the sampling circuit output and AF signal to the two inputs of oscilloscope
5. Initially set the potentiometer to minimum level and sampling frequency to 200Hz and observe
The output on the CRO. Now by adjusting the potentiometer, vary the amplitude of modulating
signal and observe the output of sampling circuit. Note that the amplitude of the sampling pulses
will be varying in accordance with the amplitude of the modulating signal.
6. Design the reconstructing circuit. Depending on sampling frequency, R & C values are
calculated
using the relations Fs = 1/Ts, Ts = RC. Choosing an appropriate value for C, R can be found using
the relation R=Ts/C
7. Connect the sampling circuit output to the reconstructing circuit shown in Fig 2
8. Observe the output of the reconstructing circuit (AF signal) for different sampling frequencies.
The original AF signal would appear only when the sampling frequency is 200Hz or more.
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Waveforms:

Result:

Viva Questions:
1. What is sampling?
2. What are applications of sampling?
3. What is Nyquist rate?
4. What is sampling rate?
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2. AGC Characteristics
Aim: .To study the AGC Characteristics
Apparatus Required:
(i) AGC Characteristics circuit kit consists of wired circuitry:
1. RF Generator
2. AF Generator
3. Regulated power supply
4. AM Modulator
5. Demodulator (simple diode detector)
6. AGC circuit
(ii) Dual trace C.R.O
(iii) Connecting wires

Theory:
A Simple AGC is a system by means of which the overall gain of a radio receiver is varied
automatically with the changing strength of the received signal, to keep the output
substantially constant. The devices used in those stages are ones whose trans-conductance
and hence gain depends on the applied bias voltage or current. It may be noted that, for
correct AGC operation, this relationship between applied bias and trans-conductance need not
to be strictly linear, as long as trans-conductance drops significantly with increased bias. All
modern receivers are furnished with AGC, which enables tuning to stations of varying
signal strengths without appreciable change in the size of the output signal thus AGC "irons
out" input signal amplitude variations, and the gain control does not have to be re adjusted
every time the receiver is tuned from one station to another, except when the change in signal
strength is enormous.
In addition, AGC helps to smooth out the rapid fading which may occur with long-distance
short-wave reception and prevents the overloading of the last IF amplifier which might
otherwise have occurred.
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Circuit Diagram:

Procedure:
1. As the circuit is already wired you just have to trace the circuit according to the circuit diagram
given above.
2. Connect the trainer to the mains and switch on the power supply.
3. Measures the output voltages of the regulated power supply circuit i.e. +12v and -12v,
+6@150mA.
4. Observe outputs of RF and AF signal generator using CRO, note that RF voltage is
approximately 50mVpp of 455 KHz frequency and AF voltage is 5Vpp of1 KHz frequency.
5. Now vary the amplitude of AF signal and observe the AM wave at output, note the percentage
of modulation for different values of AF signal.
% Modulation= (Emax -Emin) /(Emax+Emin) × 100
6. Now adjust the modulation index to 30% by varying the amplitudes of RF & AF signals
simultaneously.
7. Connect AM output to the input of AGC and also to the CRO channel -1
8. Connect AGC link to the feedback network through OA79 diode
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9. Now connect CRO channel - 2 at output. The detected audio signal of 1 KHz will be observed.
10. Calculate the voltage gain by measuring the amplitude of output signal (Vo) waveform, using
Formula A = Vo/V i
11. Now vary input level of 455 KHz IF signal and observe detected 1 KHz audio signal with and
without AGC link. The output will be distorted when AGC link removed i.e. there is no AGC
action.
12. This explains AGC effect in Radio circuit.

Result:

Viva Questions:
1. What is AGC?
2. What is significance of AGC circuit in communication?
3. What are applications of AGC?
4. What are basic blocks of AGC?
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